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·J. \ .· ·. Abstrac~ . ,,, 
\ . . ' . - ' . . . 
·\ .-The pr~S~J?.~ study i_nvestigated the effect of a .monetary · 
.I 
'· 
• - ' • ' .Gil '• ' • ', • • • I • 
:incent-ive' on the ·ac,curacy of· post:-training self-reinforcement · behavior, 
I • ~ • • 
• '\ • ' I I 
-specifically'upon 'the accur~~Y. of the behavior bf t~e high s~lf-rein- ' 
# \ • • • · . ... 'l\ 
. \ . - . 
:-. fc;>rcing .subjects. 
\ 
. ' . 
-.; \ ~~~-~ ect,s were _cia~~~fied t~ eith~r -~o·~ or high self-reinforcers • 
on the lfa~is o~· ··.t~1eir• performance on a pr~tr~ining. ~~sk whe~ein pet;formance 
":' {; 
. ' -. .......... 
' -\. 
. ,· . 
: \ ' '~ 
accuraCY, was ~nknown .. Following this, an equal number ef subjects were 
. ' ' \ ~~- . .. . . 
t.rained to ~)irit~rion' '.le~'el of 40% 'or 80% correct cho~ces on ·the last 
' 0 
., . 
black of. tiain~ng·triad.s~ .. Subjects .in the no incentive condition were. 
. . - ' 
. -
-
''then ·administered th.e t~st phase ~hich. assesse_dl their self-reinf_orcing . 
, · beha-vior, wher.eas ·subjects-· .i~ the .·incentive conditiort 
.. ll • • • • • • .. \ 
were informed that 
l • 
. tltey' c9uld earn .UP, to an ext;r.;1 $5.00 ·for tge ,accuracy during the test 
. . ~ .. 




' ·, Result~ indicated both significan~- baseline and training m~in 
. . · .. 
• , 
.. 
o.J' .:effectrs ~n rel~ti~n . . to }ot~\ chcinge an"d- accuiacy of se.J,.f--reinfor~ement 




' fid:en_ce scores' as mea~ured by a post-experi~ental questionttaire, were 
•I\ 
. , 
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. . ·t 
I 
I 
. ' . 
.. . 
·.: 
. . I . 
The concep-t- of· self-reinforcem(mt (SR) has been examined in 
- .. • • • . l ' ... -
rec~nt : yea;-s in x:elation t~ both t._.he type of variable af~ec~ing its inci4-
ence · (K.cinfer and Mars to~, 1963a; Bartol and 
. na'ture ' (i.~. _ the. frequency ~nd ~~curaey) 'of 
Duerfeldt, 19~0), and to ·the 
the particular SR ·response . 
• • J.. • • 
<:> 
which the subject emits (Kanfer •<!-nq .Marston, 1963a; Kozma · and Easterbrook, 
1973)'.· 
. . 
Mars tori (1964' P• 879) defines a,n s~ siniply as II 
• 
·the del:i.very of a reinfor~ing stimulus by an organism to ·itself- wltbout 
dd.rect and curre~t external c~ntrols. 
\ I ' ., 
The reinforcements, whethE?:r -verbal 
- ·· . . . , 
0~ ~hvica~,. are fre~l.y' r~il~~le. but delivered: unde~ contingencies . . .· 
specified only by .the· or~nism 1 that· is both del;i.vering and receiving' t;hem." 
• ~ • • • • r..t • • \ ' t: 
• " • • • ' 'l!f • 
•. Presumably then, the subject is placed in ~n achieve~ent situation cln·d is 
• . I 
. ' 
required .to monitor· his ~esponse in accordance with a certain established 
performan~f:! criterion. The E?Ubj.ect admin~sters '.SR upon either attaining 
or exceeding the particular crit~rion._ 
.. 
. 
. . . 
, · · : < ·o 
ihus . Skinner (1953) vie~f? the concept of SR as an important means 
... 
of .s~f-control. Through it the· child. le~r'us . to r~late ·his be.hdviot::, in 
! . · ' . . . . . 
I • . . . ' 
accordance with social norms and in· the absence of· ·external control, in · 
, , I ' • • • 
. \ 
. that he is able to admini~er self-reward's. (which . are 'at all · times freely I. . . . . . . 
. I . , 
ayailable to him) conditional upon· the attainment of a preset criterion. 
-~ I I I -
The: ·.i-inport,ance ~f . d~velopi~g·. t'H~se i~div;i.d~l self-imposed standards c·an 
. . . . . . J . . ' . . . .. 
' . . ~ ' . . . 
. be s.een particularly in the case of the new~ or ambiguous situation where 
•. . . \ ' ' ·. . .. . . 
~he ·lack of extern~! ' feedback. causes .. ~he subje~·t to relY. heavii y .upon- hi.s 
[ . . , ' 
previously-est:blished self-r~g~~ting mechanism. ~~r~ recent <;tP~~i.on 
of the concept · of SR has been seen in the ~rea of clinical ·psychology and 
. 7 . . . \ .(, ' . 
. self-monit~d.ng research wherein ,the\..hbject .decide-s to either administer . 
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or~ n~t' to admini,fter SR on i:h~ bas6s· of feedback fr~m self-o~servation: 
· (Kanfer, 1970} o 
The necessity of oHtaining ·overt response~· in th~ :~y-pically 
• . 
. . 
covert situation of SR has 'resulted in t)le use ,by niost investigators of 
a .si~ilar experifnent~l ~esign kno~ ··a.s the '_'di.recte.d-le~.m~ng · par_~digino': 
' The subje<:?t first Unde-rgoes a traini11g phase -during w~~\1 ~ime the 
. I ' · · - ~\VI! • 
exp_eriptenter P:t;'OVides. reinfor.cement for task ·respon~es }\~li This reinforce-:' · 
.~ 
ment can' pe either contingent (that is feedback proyided af~er a correct 
. , I 
~espon.se) ~r: non-contingent (feedback _ ac~u!acy -~ ~~id;d a~ter a s~ries -~f 
trial~ without indicating the correctness. ~f -any "particul'ar response) ... 
• • ~ ' • • r 
In 'the subsequ~nt phase, the subject contirtues to. perform the same t-ask 
. . • . . I 
.and takes over the experilllent:er ,·s )Rsk in that .-he. is instructed ~o 
. . ~ ' h~lieves his re.spons~ is correct o Thus ,Q, the 
. . . , 
rein-
force ,himself when 
-~ 
subject is now ·required to either reward or not to reward his task 
I • 
No ~ehavior depending upon his particular criterl.on for adequacy o 
. ...... 
.:\ ' I 
. · · further ·~eedback concerning his performance accuracy is given. 
A .number of investigators 'have con'cluded ·that subjects will 
, match their SR; rate during the test phase with the amount of reinforcement 
; 0 • 0 ! . . ,. ~ ' . 
·or experime~ter feedb'ack received during the training-phase •. Marston _·. 
and Kanfer (1.96~) trained three groups of subjects to the .same levei of 
. ' 
'criterion. (6/10 correct trials in a block) on a verbal discrimination 
I '1,. • ~ " 
- . . ·task with ·a light as the contingent reinforcer. R~su1 ts indicated 'th~t 
I , , • 
the mean frequency of . SR o~ the' first block of the tes~ ·phase was 6/10, 
• • 0 
• I 
leading the expe~imenters t? conclude that " •• the subjects adminis-
.., 
. ' 
tered SRs tea a .resp'o'n~e with a probabil.ity quite close ~o t~at With 








I , ' 
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' . ' 
•" 
. :, ~ . . 
· 3 
.I& 
.{1967) ~ emp·leying ari ambiguo.us non..:c[fi(i~en~ .tas~ a~d ~egat:iv~· r~inforc:.e~e*, 
. . \ ne~~li,thel~ss. yield~d: much the s~~ ~ ~u1 ts •. · Thr~~- ·~roups of subjects wh~ . . . o.:'.· 
to • l I / 
h~d been· nega.tively reinf'orced at···the rate ··of 30% during training approximate'd ·. 
'· ' ' • • • \ ' . . ' . • ' ' I ' • o ' ' • -; ~ , 
thi~ with rates of 24.3%, 28.8% )and 25 . 3% SRs admin r~d·dll-ring the tes~ 
. .... . .. I ~ , ' ' 
p\lase. The cou'troi group, 'wh~;~h had· received _po f training,. 
• 
administered · SRs at the rate ·orf 9. 5%, ese· .tw~ .studies-;ot.t 
. . 
seem. ~o~ic_?te ~hat t~is is .how - th~ subject.·handles. a -~elatively a~biguous 
' . . (: • • • • ... . . ... • • ' . \ • • ' • - 0,. 
tas~ ·situation -- by reinforcing ·himself at a rate s~milar to the experi-
\ '\ .. • ' ' • • • '!I • 
ment~r-admin~stered-reinfol!cement, . whether the task repre'sents contingent 
. . . . . 
'or non-con~ingent r 'einforcement. .However, a¥t~er: ~tudy by Ka~fer a_nd. 
. . 
. . -
Ma-rston U963a) which employed three levels of · d-iscriminatiah· learning.:· 
• I 
(5/10, 7/10 and ~/10), indicated the rel.ationship between the expedmenter:-
-\ · 
-and . subsequent subject-administered rein.fo;rcem~nt to pe· more;: complex . tl}~n 
' ' 
previously stated. ·Results showed · that the SR test' phase behavior of the 
J· ' • 
subjects was systetpatical~y related to · the level of ·ori.ginal -learning, in 
•, • I 
.. ! 
that with an increase in. th~ ~evel of pre~training there ~.W~s a correspondin& 
.. .... ' 
increase in SR rate; however in most c'ases. the S~ rate · d_uring the test phase 
·- . 
I ' • (I 
~as significantly 'above the training 1evel rate (50% and' 65%; 70% and -81%'; 
' $ 
, arid 90% and · 93%) • 
. The importance of accounting ·for baseline S~ · ~pt~ (rate of SR 
' adud~ist~red by ~h~ 1ubject prior to receiving any feedback from the 
experimenter. duri~g 'th~ training {i:),~) . as 'an · additional contributing 
factor in _ po!t-.rain:l.ng ~~ beha~i~is ,illustrated ·in an exp.eriment by 
Kanfer; Duerfeldt .and LePag~ . (1969), Results not only ., clearly. di~h~t~miz~d 
. . 
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. . . 
• 0 
• • 
, · •' " 
~· , " 
' I j 
' ~ t. . ..~ 
· " 
'";:'"I -·· 
··' .bui:: .. -also showed a con~iste~cy in the 'pat'tern o.f SR over two· highly 
• r ., • • 
4 
) . . , . . ~ . " . . 
'dis's'imilar' tasks (a time-:estimation and wo:rd-associiat'ion· task). A' 
. . . .. . .- . ' . 
,' . 
' " Ne~n-'-Keuls- analy~i's indicateq .11 sign_ific~ri.t .'difference between- high 
. .. 
·. 
and lo~ ba;:;e~ine sel:f-rewarders in their rate~ of administ~ring positive 
~ • J • • I • I ' • • • - • l ' ' ( . 
SR during ·the t~st· phas.e. · · •· · · . / : . . . 





. . ' . . .. ' . ' 
· into account ·;in the previously-cited exp·eriment' by Kanfer and Marston · 
. . 
,. . ·. : -(1963a) may have acc.ounJed .. for ? significan,t portion ot the difference 
' l o • · ·, ' ', • 0 o o , ·tl o ' I 
, obtained between training ~evel and ·SR-:tes t rate level. 
) ~ . 
A second e~.eriment by_: .Bartol and Duerfeldt (1970) indicated. the 
impor.~ance of bqth b_a~eline SR rate· and amount. ~.f direct reinfo~~emen,t:· · 
~ 
received during training, w:i,th ·the two acting as joint det~rminers of 
post-training SR behavior • . ·The· subjects ·first received a _.'seri~s o£· 'one 
• • • <• • • • 
.. 
_ h.~nd.redl~~ia~s ~n a . ~o~d;-associatio~ · t_a~k ~hich measured their base r~t.e'o£. ...!­
·. SR and then were randomly_ ,q.ssigned to either a high (60>%) or a l.ow .(30%) • 
. direct. reinforcement training 8,r~up. Results indicated that: (1) ba$.~ ·ra.te 
'was highly corre~a ted wi_th test' ra.te (r == J : 61) , p <. '. 001. 'and atcou~ted for · 
over 36!- of the variance in SR test 'behavior, . and (2) the· a100unt. o! direct 
. . 
'• "\ • ' ' • "' ' t ' I 
· reinforcem~nt administered during training exerted· a significant main effect. 
. ·: . .. . . ' \ l) . . 
0 . 
· ResuX~~ also irtdicated .. a significant f~il~~e on the part of ~he .., 30% ,(low 
v ·.:\ . ·'· ' b 
· rein~i\.fcement) ~roup to match their training level· during the test phase 
. \ . . I 
(actual post-training .SR rate = 4_6%), while the 60% (high reinforcement) 
1:1-
. I 
gr~ more c_losely approximated their level . of training~ ~actual post-'-
r tf~ini.ng ' SR rate .= 66%). · Si nce poth gr:oups wer~ opera~-in~ at a: mean SR 
' 
base 'ra~e of ~this 'particular reiationship raised tn~ poss~bil,ity, 
.. 
. . . ' - , . 
subsequently examine d i~ the ~ozma and. Easterbrook (1973) .- stud~, that l:his 
. ·r 
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bas·e rate SR ' behavior wo~ld .increase on,ly ,if · tn~.leve~ of tr'a,i~ing exceede_d · 
'it. 
.. .. . 
(.;} Subjects ~-q th_e Kozma. ~nd .Ea.st~rbtopk '(19"73) stuqy were fir;t 
.. ~ . . '. . .. ~. :. . . . . . , .. ' . ~ . - -
·classffi~d ··as either ·high/:htedium,. or low 'baseline 'self-reinforcers on. the 
t, 'l ~ •• • • • • '... • f"~ • • • ' I • ' • 
basis' ~f their r~sponses on a four···choice' discrimination l ·earning\task . . 
• t • 0 ' • 
• • •, ,; . 't' • • ~ 
Fo1lo~fng t~_!s . ba.S·~·line phase, ·an equal number of S\!b.Jed:s wer_e tra-i'ned to 
• ? 
, • 'tJ.., I -
·, ... > ,J . . ... 
a criter:i,.on ·of either 40%, 60% · Q;r so·% corr~~t choic_es ·on the last block 9f: 





• • .• • (J • 
. .. ·training. trials;. . The subjects' SR raue was tqen measured in a post-training· . 
. • ·. . . ~ - . . . 7 . . . . : ~-:./' . JJ . 
... 
phase dU;ring ~~ic'h time S~ sco,res, corr.ect self--reint~rh~inent (CSR) scores 
... 
~ ' ' . . . ,' "." . . . . . . " . . ~ 
and incorrect .self-:reinforcenient (l;SR) scores .were· recorded. SR chan~e o, 
. ' ' ,. ~ ' . . . ~ · . 
(rom _pre to post,training by means o-f an analysis of variance d'esi~n.~.re":.. "' 
'' 
\.· · \7ealed signifi-~ant pas~line and . t~~ining main effects .,as w~ll as · a si~ifi<!~nt · 
. . .· • . • . I . • 
. baseline by t~51ining interaction. 
d • 
/ . . . '. 
A llewman-Keuls· analysis, carried out t,o. 
<:lari~y .the locus· o-f the :i.nt~ractio!l, reveal~d · ·~ha,t lmf baselinE: s'!bJ~ct~s 
. . ,. . . . . . ... -
' • 
increased' t~ir mean SR baseline 'rate of l3% at -all '1evelS' of'. t~ain.ing, 
. . . ··~\ : . . :. ' ·, 
~edium baseline s~bjects increased their· mean baseline rat~_of. 63% d~y after. 
. \\ •' . 
80% training, 'and. that high baseline 'subjects did n~t modt'fy their s~ -base-
• • " • ' ' - 0 '\ , 
• • - \ • c. 
::line rate· of 98% at any level of tr~ining. · These results ar~ cons"istent_. with' J 
. . - ' . \ .· . . ' . ' 
the hypothesi~ examined by Kozma &·Easterbrook (1973), that an increase in 
•CI c-- ') ~ ., . 'I I . • . . 
• ' I ~ ~ • I "' 
baseline sR: rate during. the test; . pha·se woulq.. occur· only-;-i~ the su:hject's~ 
;evel. of training exceeded this basel~ne ra~e. ~ 
. ' 
, v • J 0 1 
Th~ indiscriminate nature with which high - basel~ne subj~cts · · 
. . . 
· ~·. reinforced themselves · is _ wo~thy of further investigation. ~esec~bjects ·• 
~o~."6nly "fai.le~~-o .IVodify . ~Jeir s~ beha~i~: .with· training~: but rei~forc.ed . 
themselves . at ail training levels after almost. every response . -- whethe~ ,.,· 
"' I' '' 
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correct o~ incorrect. Support for the fact that th~ parf~ular .. 
behavior i~ due primarily to- :ini.tia.l baseline SR rate al\d not to lev~i. 
' 0 
of t~ain:ictg comes from the follow~ng ~~o .. ~ourc~s . .... Firstly, ~?b_jects ~­
th~ ·low:and medium baseline" groups .iri this stu~y•ln~r~~sed ' their SR rat~ 
. . ·~ " 
and decreased their rat'~ of omission' errors. (fa:i.lur'e to self-reinforce 
. . 
b ' : • • • r'. • ' • • ~. 
' ' 
·whep the r~sponse is corre.ct) .more~ w~th training, than c;l;i.d the high 
t \.1 \1' 
bas~line gr~up. The form~ subj~cts .th~~ appea~ed to be actu~lly 
.. 
·... . ' 
.- "learn~ng the task" as a ~esult of .training. Secon'd~y,, the study ·by 
• f ... • 
.. · Kaufer a.na Marston (1963a) although riot · taking baseline SR rate into 
\- acco".n~.- neve;thOljs ~~ve~led tha~ th~ subjects 'who had--receiVed the , 
gr=atest amou~ train~ng· (~/iO) ga~e fewest . ;SRs dur~ng the. test pha~~. 
I 
· .It .thus appears that the particrtlar behavior of high baseline 
subject~. is d'!-e to a _high inheren~. tendency to self-re.;i.nforce regardless 
, . 
·of an experi~ental condition such as level of train~ng. Thi~ particular 
~endency to administer'SR in a·consistent way has been noted elsewhere 
- . ·. ~ 
~n the literature. ' karifer (1969) reported significant correlations· 
. . . .. " 
between Ch.i.ldren IS "'"at~S ¢) undeserved. 'posi-tive S~. in an :·individual --....,/ 
'ver~sk and ~n a classroom.' ga.;.._ - Similarly, Kari(er, Duor'dldt a~d · 
LePage (1969), concluded that II J . . . SR frequency on ambiguous tasks 
. · ' 
may correlate with durabae p_ersonality characteristi.cs whic 
& 
person's general self-attitudes" (Ka~ee~, Duerfeldt and 1969._, . 
p. 670). ·. \...~'­
Two possib':Y.it:ie s thus e~t to explait} the ,high reinforcing 
behavio( of the h~gh ~aseline subj~s . The fir;t.of these r e pres ents ' 0 
an inability on the part of the subj ects to. ~'learn, 11 tha ~ i~ .to maj:ch 





· - J ' 








' , .... - ..... . ' " . 
. · ·examine ·.the fact ~hat · the spbjects··.administered ISRs at the same · rate that 
c ' 
.J ... • 
' ·· ·.- .they-. administered. CSRs, and appeared to be unable to discriniinate betwe.en 
. f • ' . . • 
the- two.· · 
A second possibility, mqre in l!ne· with.the· thinking of·Kanfer, 
~ . .. . . 
. . ' 
Duerfeldt and L~Page "(lg69), is .. that high baseline subjects are capable 
l 
of dis_criminatin& ·between correct and inc<;>~rect responses, but are ex- . 
tr~mely confident people. This confidence . appears to override everyt~irig 
. , . ' 
. else and is reflected in their cha-racteristic rate of .sR. Support for 
this latter ~ypothesis wpuld seem to come from the Kozma and Easterbrook 
' . (1973) stud~ . in 'that high baseline subjects reinforced themselve~ on 
a.~~~st. e~er1 trial ~uring ; ba:eline phase when they had no information 
. at all _about\ performance ac·curacy. 'l;'heir strong tendency to gamble is 
contrasted with~wthe behaviors of both low and. medium baseline ~ubjects 
.. 
who wer~ presumably more cautious and thus reinforced.:them5elves less 
'\ 
. . 
often ~ur~ng the ~aseline phase. Low baseline subjects who ·appeared to 
be t.h'e. l~as~onfid~nt·, increased ' nheir SR rate with an increase in 
trainin~; ,they started out with very few commissio~ errors (ISRs) which 
.J. , 
were not i~creased. by training, but committed a substantial numbevof 
' '~ . omission errors (failure to self-~inforce when they shopld). The 
. . 
·Pledium base rate subjects· who appeared to possess a "moderate" rate· of 
confidence, increased th~ir SR rate as training provided ,more inform-
• i . 
ation, and weFe not .as reluctant· to · 'self-reinforce fo,r correct res-
ponses :as were 'the ·low baseline subjects, and thus committed fewer 
' 
. omission errors. 









baseline subjects to reinforce themselve~~ndiscriminately for both 
.; 
correct and incorrect resp~nses. A number of possibil~ties exist as 
I 
to how. such modification may be carried out. Since.high baseline 
·' ~ subjec~ have failed to "match" SRs with correct · responses, p')rhaps a 





improJJe 'the. ~R accuracy during the test< phase. 
, 
The highest level' of 
training provided in the Kozma and Easterbrook (1973) study was 80%, even 
< 
thoug~ the mean base rate score of 98% ob.tained by the· h~gh self-rein-
forcing subjects considerably exceeded this r'ate. It would thus be 
necessary to provide training to a criterion ·of 100%·correct cho~ces to 
""" 
determine whether or not the, train~ng level could iu fact influence the 
·post trainings~ accuracy ~f high 'base !ate subjects. 
A second possible means of modifying high .. baseline · SR 
. . 
behavior is'to yary the nature of the instructions supplied by the 
experimenter to the subj e"ct concerning the cr:iteria for· SR. Kanfer 
and Manrt·0&-..(1.963a-) encouraged 'one group to judge their responses as 
. \ . ) 
accurabe' a.nd discou.raged ?"second ·group fro.m qoing s'!. · Results indi-
. . .. 
cated . that the SR . 'encouraged' group gave a significant!~ greater 
· number .of SRs at end of training than did ' the,SR 'd~scouraged' group 
(58% vs .. 2%); howeve~, the former group also gave the- highest pro-
portion of IS~s, while the latter group gave the lowest proportion. 
~second experiment by Kanfer·and Marston (1963a) again indicated that 
facilitating i~structions to administer SR· resulted in the highest rate 
. ~f S~s, ~hile inh~biting instructions r\sulted in the lowest rate of 
.. 
SRs ;. ho~evf?~. facilitating ins true tions r~sulted in significantly less -'..J 





. . . 
.~ 






baseline subjects possess a ~~gh degree of confidence in their self- ~ 
reinfor~ing ability, then pres~mably the admlnister~ng of faci~i~ating 
.instructions to one group of these ~ubjects would encourage nheir self-· 
" 
reinforcing ' pattern (it could not be highly strengthened as their· 
. . 
actual CSR and ISR rates approached one), while the administering of 
1--'1 • 
inhibitin~ instructions·to a second group would presumably·~ke these , 
subje.cts more cautious, resulting in fewer, SRs and fewer IS~s, thus 
improving final SR a~~uracy •. '\..._,~' 
... 
• ~!-~~ · A final method of improving the SR-accu~acy of high baseli~ 
. ~ 
subjects, 'and o~e~ wbich 'the present' study will investigate, involves 
the effect of a reward (i.e. a ~netary incentive) on post-training SR 
---........._ behav~. Previous research by Marston and ·Kanf~r (1963) ·has indicated 
r . ,. . ' 
. . 
the type of incentive used to qe· a significant condition aftecting 
t 
final SR accuracy •. The subject£ were all trained to a lev~l of · 6/10 
correct responses whille being reinforced . with either a · l~w, medium, or 
high incentive for each correct response. The low incentive. consisted 
of a green light alone. Subjects in the· medium incentive group were 
given white pqker chips after ·each light flash. The high incentive 
·subjects_ were allo~ed to e~cha~ge t _heir .poker chips. for priz.es ~hich 
I 
incl~~ed items such as pens and pocket knives, as well•as a chance to 
win $10.00 or a dinner for two. Results- indicated that' the level of 
incentive affected_ neither the : fr~quency of corre-~t resp~ns1s, nor the : 
frequency of total SRs, but affected the -distribution of SRs to cor-
rect and incorrect responses ~n that the high incentive group ga~e the 
l~west number of ISRs. The authors thus conclude ." the .· 








distribution of SRs can be manipul~te~ by sue~ external conditions 
· as incentive, independently of the learn~d response for which SR,'. 
is · given'~ . (fl. 94). · 
., 
' ;. ,/ Accordingly, the present study will investigate; with the . 
. ' . • c 
"' .. . •' . . 
use of a monetary incentive, whether or ·not high baseline subjects 
,:~ ' . 
. .r ~re abie to dis~riminate between a correct and an incorrect choice 
J • 
af-ter 80% training. If, according to the "in~bility to ma.~ch" hypo-
thesis, the subjects are unable to assoctate the .SR with a correct 
:· . 
a·. response, then the addition of the mon~'tary incentive: condition should .. 1 
not. a·it~r • final S~ accura~y. ~, on the other . hand, the performance of 
) 
high baseline subjects merely reflects a good dea~ . of ~onfidence'in· 
.. . 
their response choices as well as a h~gh tendency• to.gamble, then the 
. . . 
., 
addition of the monetary inceri~ive (a gaining of 25~ for every correct 
• 
' response) should, ·according to the ~ston and Kanfer (1963) study, 
result in the same number o( test phas~ SRS ~nd CSRs, but a signifi- · . 
cantly small_e~lumber of ISRs thus improv~ng the final SR accu~acy yu \ 'l• 
of high baseline subje?ts. 
I ' 
A questionnaire, administered to all subj_ects immediately 
,.,--
fo,llowing the test phase, will measure the,degree of confidence associ-
ated· witrr each particular response. In addition, a supple~entary · 
questionnaire ad~nistered to ~1· subjects in the monetary incentive. 
co,nditi.ori, Will examine .the effects o•f the reward Upon their 'sR 
; . 
behavior ~ee Appendix A, Figure .4). 
Thus, it is sp~cifically predicted that: 
·(1) Both high apd low baseline subj ects; in the no ~ncgptive con-
. 




















the· Kozma and ·Easterbrook (1973) study·. 
· (2) Low baseline ·~ub]ects in th.e . m:metary -incentive co~P,~tion will .< . 
. . 
exhibit .a behaviar pattern similar to that noted in the KOzn'la :. 
and Easterbrook (1973) study, ~th perhaps·a alight · increase . . ' \ --- ... ....... in rate of omission error~ (failure to self-reinforce} due 'to 
an increased sense of caution as a result .of the. moneta!Y in~ 
'centive. 
(3) . Higl} baseline· subjects in the· monetary incentive conditioiJ., 
l ' 
(4) 
will 'exhibit the same high ' n~mb~r of c~·Rs ' as noted . in the 
' ' Koz'ma and Easterbrook (1973) study; ,however their character-
istic rate of reinforcing. for "incorrect responses 'will be 
. . \ . . 
I ' 
reduced· as in the· Marston & Kanfer (1'963) study as ·a· result· of 
' • 
the monetary ~ncentive. 
. ~ 
'High baseline subjects will exhibit the highest confidence 
. '\ 
r?tfngs on' the post-e'xperimen:tal quesfi~md~ire, 'in line with 
the interpt~tation~ of Kanfer et al., (f969) and Kozma and 
.Easterbrook ~1973). 
- . ' 
.· 
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,Forty ma-le and "krty female firs~, and s~cond, year psycholo~· 
. . . I . . 
·students. attendi~g Memorial University of Newfoundland served as the 
. I I • .:? I ) • • .. w 
. r ' , . 
subjects in this experiment. Each subject was paid $1.00 per kalf· 
.. ' 1oo I • I 
hour of experimental par'ticipat.ion. 
' \ 
.. 
The subjects . in the monetary in:-
l . 
centiv~ condition were also allowed to keep whatever additionar· money 
., • I 
~up to . ~ maximum pf $.5 ;OO) .they may have earned. 
' . 
·, 
This study invol.ve~ the testing of both rniUe and female low and · . 
. high baseline · self-i:-ciuforcers.'. An equal number of:subjects from each 
" 
•. ' 
sex an.d baseline grouping were ranri<"'mly . ass~gned to ·.eit~er a 40% qr 
80% le~7i of training and to either ~.moneta~y inc~~tive or a no~ 
I ' . ' I \ • , 
incentive cohdition. This procedure re~ul~ed in a 2(Sex) by 2(B~se-
~ 
line Gro':'ping) by 2,(Training Level) by .2 (Incentive Condi'tion) design, 
consisting of 16 treatment. cells, with ? subjects ,per cell. 
\ . 
' ' . Limits for the · two b~sel·~ne groups. were defined accord~ng. to 
•. 
results obta~ned by Ko~ma and ~~terbroo~ (19i~. The c~t-:-ofi' pofnts 
·. · differed according to sex with the low baseline male scores rang;f..ng 
( 
; \. .. • . ~ .. t _...\ -
. . • . 'l 
from 0 through 7, low' baseline female scores .ranging from 0 through' S, 
,. • U I · ~· ::~ 
and ·high bas.el'ine scores for both sexes ranging ·from i6 · through 20 on 
a 20 trial task. 
Measures . taken during the baseline and test phases included (1) 
total number of· SR responses; (2) number of CS~ responses ·; and · (3) 
number of ISR responses. During .the training p~ase, the 
' . 
number of . ·· 
I 
~SR res~on~es alone was recorded. . . '
.. 0 '. 
·. 
. ' • I 
('.' ' . 
• • I 
... 
·-
.. ,, . 
j • ..... •• 
··"'· ' . . 
.. 
t · •• 
. .. 
' ' 
... · ,. 




. - ~ 
'· 
~ . . . . 
A_. ~ear proj ect~on screen~ the suoject' s response pan_e~ and the 
• 
' ~ ... "1 
·,se~ · of instructions for the ·experiment were mounted on the front of 
... . . . 
. . 
the subject's r~ck.' ~scree~, visible to the. experimenj:er a_lone, 
. . which re~istered the subject's respo~ses ~ · WC\B ~oc.ated on the rear of 
·. 
• , . I 
the . subject '.s .rack. 
A.Kodak Carousel 800 slide projector was· used ·to project an 
,_.. . 
88 x 125 mm. imag~ onto' the r~ar projection. screen. 
The subject's resp~nse · panel was a 175 X 125 rom. plexiglass 
. . 
plate ~ith five· red push bu'ttons (one of whi~h~as. slightly .·lflrger 
,. 
t;jian the.' rest) and a reinforcement 
. . \ ... 
. 
light moll:nted on :i,ts face. The 
four·smaller.red push buttons wer~ positioned to form a square and 
. . . . .• \ . 
Each push butt9n forres~ondea to ~ - · 
. . . 
-numbere)_ one through !o~r. 
. different .quadrant of the gcree11, and a diagram below each button in-
·. 4 ' 
d_icated the quadrant t-~) which it referred. The ·.l~~ger red push l;>ut- . 
. ' 
ton, centered above these four . smalleT push butt.ons, was the subject's 
I . 
SR button.. This bu~ton activated the orange reinforcement . light 
. . 
(lamp ~ize 1820) located ?t the top of the respo~se panel. 
. i 
•: . 
A,,l75 x 150 nun. panel, with a ·sc.reen .measuring 63 x. 50 nun. 
;,.·· 
located ·. in its centre_, wa!? vis,ible ·to the ~xp~rimenter alone an~ 
recorded all of · the subject's responses. The four quadran·ts ">of this · 
• - ::: ;I . ., ' 
, screen were wired to ·the ·four respective push_ buttons on the-. subjec·t -t s 
I J .. •. ' I 
r~spo~se ' panel. . . The · eJ9lerimenter a lso ."ha~ a hand-held button which 
. I 
· activated the subje~t' s 'orange reinforceme-nt light. Both this hand- ·_ 
. ·. 
hel.d button ~nd the . su~j ect) ~ red SR ou~ton were wi~ed to a central 
. light on the screen. ~Thus · each time the subject pushed a part~cular 
·. 
t 
' ' •' 
. .  /
/ .' 
. . ' 
, I 









' • . 
.. 
· ~ I " 
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'· . 
• 
' . ' ~ - ,-
button, the respective corner of the screen would light up,~~~ - ~~; 
> II • • 
ti:lne 'the subj_ect reinforced h~mself, o.r was r,einfor~ed by the e»peri-:-
meq~_er, thd central area. of. the screen would light J.~P. _This enabled . 
' . .. . . 
the ·experimenter ~o record both t~bject' s choice res_ppnse and his 
. SR (if adniinistered) si~ultaneously. · 
' . 
The timing for the slide 'durations was controlled by setting the 
-
Kodak Carousel 800 slide projector at the £ive sec_onci interval. Each 
stfmulus . slide was· presented . ~or the same five' second _interval, ~uring 
·whieh ·time the subject made h~s response. 
Q 
' I 
Five sample slides, interspersed wi~h five blank sl~des, were 
. . 
located in one projector tray, while the seventy ~in s~imulus · slides 
and seventy blank -~lides were located in a second . carousel. Each 
· "blo.ck" of slides consi:'sted of ten stimulus ·sli4es, interspersed with 
' 
.ten s~mple ~liaes. 






. Th~ mail;.l equipment consisted o'f , two metal racks ·, -one facing the . ' . 
. 
·, 
Q • ' ' I ' 
subject whic? .measured .5 x •. 55 x .3. m., the. o't_her -_ f(lcing the ~xperi-
menter which measured .6 X .5 ; 'X · .3· m. 
•· ~-
The experimenter.' s rack contained ~he niai~ ·.p~we~ supp-ly as welf 




. (ii) . . . Stimuli 
. . ' 




Asyl~ables, were used as task stimuli. 
' -
Five sample slides were _?sed to 
4emonstrate 'the experimental procedur~_to . the · subje~t. Seven copies of 
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phases. All stimuli present~d were consonant-v~wel-consonant 
nonsense syliables ~ith a~sociati~n v~lue ran~ing from 48% to 52% , 
(Archer, 1960) r Combinations o'r syllables on tach sli·de, their pos\;ions 
on 7ach· slide, and the position ~f \ the t:orrect syllable on each . s,lide 
" I 
~ere randomly chosen. The seven different orders for presenting the 
. . 
sl:ldes 'were also r~ndomly determine,d: 
(ii.i). Task L • 
' 
The task was similar to that used in earl:i,er studies on SR 
(Marston and Kaufer, 1963·; Kozma and Eas,terbrook, -1973). Each stimulus 
. . 
slide consist~d of four nonsense syllables, one of which had previously 
·been rando~y cpose~ and labelled, th.e "correct" nonsense syllable: Each · 
'titne a stimUlus slide was presented, the ·subject was required to identify 
1 l , a 
one of the four 'syllables as "correct". 
Procedure 
The procedur~ - was · also similar to that used by Kozma and Easterbrook 
v 
· .. (J:9i3). The subject entered a . 2.1 x 3.3 m. room and sat facing the 
0 
experimenter. The sub.ject was asked to \arefully re~d the set of experi- . '\ 
mental instructions which were taped to the front of his rack, and Mas 
.. 
given a ~few minutes to dp so. Having read th~ instructions, the five • · 
. I . 
sample slides wer·e then shown to the subject. . }{e was required to 
·behave "as if" these were the actual experimental slides (that is to 
" 
choose a ·"correct" nonsense syllable· and to self-reinforce when he 
felt' correct)~ These slides' served to cl~~ify any difficulties the' 
. ' ' 












J ' . ("scerooin that he understood "'he "mechaniCs" behind the task itself. 
, ~ . . The baselin~ phas: w~s 'the~ presented and •ontinued for two 
. . . ' 
I . blocks of trials: During the .training phase 'Which innnediately fol-I 
: lowed, the · subje~t was instructed to respond to task stimuli, but to· '· 
. . ~ . 
.-
re,frain · from P,ressing the SR button, as the ligh-t · would go on a~tomati­
. c~lly if he waJorrec~. Training continued until the end of the 
block of trials on which the subject achieved either 4 or 8 corr~ct 
· responses (depe~din'g on his tra~rting ~xiterion). Having reached their 
respect.ivDrit~rion levels, the subjects assigned to the incentive 
'-:. 
group, were administered the test phase, and asked to self-reinforce 
, when they felt so inClined. The subjects assigned to the ID?netary 
' 
incentive condition were told that ,t~ey could earn up to an•additidnal 
$5.00 (aside from the standard paymept of $1.00 per half hour_of experi-
. . 
mental participation) •. Specifically,. the s~bjects were told that they 
. . 
would ·receive. 25¢ for each ·CSR but would lose 25¢ for (1) each correct 
. ; ' . . ' 
respons~ whe~ein he failed to . self-reinforce or (2) . ~ach,incorr.ect 
·"' response tvhich was self-reinforced,' ±he· t~st phase was. administered ·for 
. 
, '<' ·' both incentive and noincehtive .. groups for ·t~o blocks of trials. . · 
,. 
Order1 of slide presentations remained constant throughout the 
experiment • . Each s~b~ect was presented with the initial five sample 
. I . . 
~ides .. During_ the baseline phase,- each s~bject received block or-ders 
/ . . 
: • • ,z • •• 
one and two, and the subjec~'s traipingyha~e began with block order . ~ 
three. · Each subject,' during the test phase, was then ptesente~ w,ith 
. ~ ~ 
. 't . . 
the block order which innnedia~y followed his las.t traini~g criteria; 


























experimf:!nter . w?hld agai~ recycle these slides." · · -. 
' ' 
. Upon:. compl~tion of~ the eXpekment., . each subject was asked to 
17 
-complete a sho~t q~est1.on~aire (Append!~ A, 'Figu~e 4) ... The question-
nafre admini~?tered tO the noinc'entiVe g~OUp listed the- ten eXperimental ' I> 
- - \)'• • . . . . r~--;! . 
slides and asked'the subject to choose th~correct syllable on each 
,.-..:~'-, ' ~' > ~. I 
. , ~'~ ~ 
slide ·and indi~te on a scale from· 1 through 5 how c·ertain _he "{,as 
; 
. that ·he had, in fact, chosen the correct syllable~ The questionnaire .. , 
"\.' . 
I .. : to o \...., f' 
administer~d to the incentive group_contained the"above -information as 
• 
., 
' ' ~ell as additional questions concerning 'the extra mo~ey these subjects 
cpul,d ea~n. . ' ' .. 
Having completed.the_questionnaire, each subject was pai4.whetev~ · 
• ' . 
money he had earned. The subject was also asked no't to reveal anythi~g~ . 
\.I ' 0 o f. I 
abJ the exp~rime~t 
""" . 
until the testing had been co~let~d. 
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c -- "" l 
The mean baseline scores for e~ch Baseline . (2) by Sex (~) 
.. 1 0 
· condtion ,~~d the range of each baseiine ~rgup are listed in Appendix , 
B, -' Taqle A. 
0 0 
· A 2 (Incentive Condition) by 2. (Training Le':',el) by ~ (Base-
,. 
line Group) by '2 (Sex)·: analysis of variance d~sign on .baseline scores 
' 
. -· I' 0 • 0 \ 
. yi'el~e~ significant ~aseline (F = 110~.34, p ~ .01) and ... Sex (F , =4.419~ 
. , I 
~p < .05) ·main effects.' An analysi~ ·of differences between mean base- ~ 
,• ' 
• 0 - . \ • 
.. _. l~ne score~ 'indi~ated that the base .rate f 'or low baseline -males -~~s 
~ 0' 
significantly highet . than. the'tbase' rat~: for· low baseline females . 
'(t "'". 2.69,' p < .05). ·. 
) ' 
. :. A 2 ~Y ·2 by. 2 x 2 an~lysis of· variance on trials to criterion 
0 0 
yielded a signif~cant training mai~ effect alone (F = 82.114, p < .01).. 
I 
'"' ... 
The mean .number of trials to.~;iterion for subjects trained ' to a lev~l 
.. , 
of 40%. was 3.55, while the mean·number for subjects train~d to a level 
<> "lt " 0 




0 - 0 " ' II 7 
0 Thus, prior to the main analyses, the .only. source of subject 
• ........... I ' ~00 
. variability lay in the higher mean .baseline scores of i:he maleo. low .. 
0 4 0 • • " - • t') (I 
baseline self-reinforcers. 
(a) SR Cllange . 
• , . ; 
• 0 






The mean pre and post . S.R_"~cores .. ~_or all Incentive (2) ~by 
a 
:~raining Leve~ (2~ by Baseline · Group (2) by Sex (2) cond_it.ions are l ' . 0 . . 
.. 
P. !, I o ;.:, ' 
t. 
' li~ted in Appendix ~, Table ·~ 
.. . \ "' 
0 
' 
•C \ • , 
An analysi~ of variance on overal_i · SR .difference scores ;' 
., 
D • • ,..• . 
(obtained by sub.tr~ctfng each '.P:re SR . sc.ore· from its corresponding post . 
• ' 0 
· SR : score) _ yie~ded signif icAnt Ba'seline (p < · • 6-\), Training, Level (p · < .-05~ 
; \ 
l 'r. 



















and Sex (p < ~05) main effects (see Table 1). The means _for ·each o'f 
4 ' ' f• '• 
· .these Ba_seline by Tra~ning by 7 conditions' ao~f! listed in _Append_ix 
- . · . 0 • . 4:1'· j"' 
B, Table·-.C. SR difference s~res for the low· baseline sub]·ects were 
. .! .. .. .. . ,1. • • • ., ·, 
higher ' than. those for tp.e -~igh ~a~e _ suh~ts. SR ~ange ~core~ 
,. • 0 • ~ 
within this ~ter group faiJ.ed t~ reach statist_ical signifieance 
. ,' 
'• ' ., . ' 
{t. = .li6·~ p >,. O?)eo Training to a level ~f 80%\' reflect~. a .;"greater .· 
. -:. ·6 
1 . ' • 
•OVerall ~~ diffe'rence. ~han did· ~;~~ning to ,a le]Jel of 40% • . g diiffe..r~ .· 
: .. 
. exy:e scotes ' for the femaies ~.ere higher than those for the males . 
.. 
o · 
In order to as_cer_tain, wh_ether the .factor o( b;ltt.~_(; (n ~he. 
·- • • '1 ,. •• .. ~ 
"~~etary inceRtiye was necessary to produce any fYPe of· incentiv~ ef- '· ·, 
" :---... 0 fect, 'ae~nalysis of. variance on .SR difference· s~ores f~r the· subjects 
.J • . . . '{ .. . ( - / 
who believed the monetary·incenti~e manipulatdon wa~ carried out • . The 
~ ~ . • - , o• ~ '- .. 
. ·r ·' 
. ~ ~ 
~ubje~ts i~ - the1ncentive .con4ition we~~ selected on the basis of 
their responses to que_stions on_ e and f;!.ve..i'n · Part B of· the questionnaire~, . 
·- , I - 4.\f 
. "' . . '" 
The anal!.~is yielded significant Baseline ( = 1~8.746, P. < .01) and 
. --Trainin-g (F = 5.585, p < .01) .main effects· ~see· Appendf-x: B, Table. D). 
\ . Thu.s, thta fac-~or of belie~i~g in the ince tiv~ -still faile d to ... pro'duce . 
main effec t of this natu e. . ~ 
~ .. .:: " ' 
s·R/CR' (bhe matching o! ,self-reinforcemeN:·s 
I . 
~ F"e accuracy of 
· with correct responses) was, as;,ess ed by analys_es of post- trainit:tg CSR , ~ : 
I 
a~d ISR scores ~ · 
• An ~_apalysis of va,t:;iance ·on _post-~rain~_ng_ 




CSR ·score~ yielde d 
. 7 . . 





































w~li, as··~· s~st,ific.ant .. in.ter~ction· _betw~en Incentive, Training, and 
; I .. • . • • • l _. ,. • 
.. ~ex (p·, <: • 05) (See Table···2.). THe means for. the Tt:aining ?Y B~se-:-
20 
. '? . J ,. • 
Ze .'conditions are · li~ted in Appendix B~ Table; E.o' Training to a .• , rJ .. . r , r-~~eri~~ of 80~ ·~ielded ·a highe"r ' ~~~n CS_K s~~~e ~han di~ trainin~ . 
. ' . 
to a criterion o£.40%. · ' The mean'csR performance· of the low base-
t 0 • 
. Un~ subjects was lower· than that of the high baseline subject.s. , 
An in~pection of the treatm'ent ~eans . con_tributing· ~ 
. . . 
t~e .sfgnifi~a·~ 'rnc~ntive by T~a~ning by Sex interaction suggested : 
. . ' . . \ - . . .. 
patterns' fori ali . of the subjects under 4o% train-. ..: . similar 'behavior 
' /. 
ing, b~t ~ome dissimilarity among the subjecFs _trained to a 
• criterion of 8~% (See Flg1.1re 1) J "" 
A ' Newman-Keuls · mul~fple comparison.of the releva~t 
treatment ,means was thus under.taken . to. assess the locus of the: in-
. ' 
' teraction. (See Appen~ix, B, Table F). Result$ of ' the comparison· 
1'1 • "'u . ~ ~ ~ 
i~dicat~d.that ~emales under the ~nce~tive cond~tion and 80% train- . 
. ' 
ing had a significantly ·h:lgher mean CSR score than. ·females .. under 
the' no incentiv~ condition and 80% fr.ai'Uing1 (p, < • ~·5): 
Results of the analysis of variance on post. !SR . 
. 
scores yielded signi£icc,1nt Training · (p < .01) and Basel.in~ (p ~ .01) 
..... I p I • • " ' 
main effects (see Table 3). The mean scores for each of these 
.. T~in!ng by· Baseline conditions ~r.e .~iste~ ~~.Appendix B, Table G. 
. . 
. l'he "'subjects traine~ tC?".a criterion ~f. 80% had a significantly 
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+able 1 · 
. •, 
_,1 • • 
. . • '4'·. 
\ " . . • . . ... . t 
Analysis of Variance on SR Difference Scores 
0 ~ ' 1 ° • ' 0 I • • ' , 
-.. • I • . 
} ' . .·r 




. . '• .. I . I 
INCENTIVE .(I) 16.200 •l · 16 .• 200 1.174 
· ' 
. . . 
-6.~99* TRAINING (T). .. 9.2.450 . : 1" '92 .450 .., 
·! . • 
J ·. . . 
BASELINE: (B) ·:.· ' 
. 
·ii0.439** 2904.05 .. 1 2904.05 
. 
-
SEX (X) 57.800 ·1 \ ,?7.800 4.188~ 
.. 
~ 
. ' . 
( · 
I X T 9.8oo , ]:.. 9.800' 0;7];1 J . 
I · x B .. 
• 
I X X· 
' . , 
T x .. B 
·. 
T X x .
. (i' 
B x X 
. 
. 
I x .T x·B 
I X T'x X 
. . 
I ·x B X X 
.. 
' 
T X B X X 
' 





* p, < .05 
. . 
.. 
! . • 1{ 













·.6~050 1 6.050 0.438 
.. 
11.2~>0 - I 11.250 0.815 
I (' 
• 
45.000 1 45.000 3.261 
20.000 1 20.000 ':1.450 
__./ 
~ 
1.806 1 ' 1.800 0.130 
. 
·26.450 ·1 26.450 1. 917, 
( 
I 
8.449 1. 8.449 0',612 
-
0.197 1 ' 0.197 0.014 
- . 
2.450 '1 i.-449 . 0.177 
. 



























































Analysis of·Variance. on Post CSR Scores 
• • , I 
' 
• < I 
. 
~. ~ource ' Ss df f Ms ·· 
lNCENTIVE (I)· i2.0l3 1 . 12.013 
. 
. 
TRAINING (T) . 904.-510 1 904.510 
BASELINE (B) 43.512 1 tJ 43.512 
SEX (X) 1.512 1 . 1.512 
!' . 
I .x T 4.513 1' 4,.513 
I X B . 9.113 1 .. 9.113 
' 
I "'X X 17.112 1 17 .112 
-
T X B . 2.113 1 2.113 
. 
I 
T x X 
' 
o·.Jl3 1 0.313 
B x ·x - 0.613 1 0.613 
. ' 
r .. x T ·X B 2.112 
I 
1 2.112 
I ~ T x X 35.113 1 ~5 .113 
' 
'1.012· I X B x ' x ~ 1.0)..2 1 
' · 
. 
T X B x X 10.512 1 . 10.512 
. 
I x T X B xX 5.513 1 . 5. 513 
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NI NI : ~ NI · NI I · I I .l 
40F 40M 80E 80M 40F 40l:t 80F· BOM 
... 
Hgure 1_ Incentive by Training Level by Sex Interaction 
" ~ 
NI . - NO INCENTIVE 
I - INCENTIVE 
• 0 (F- FEMALE • 0 M MALE 
. . , 
;1 
• I 
24 . . . 
· · Table 3 
. .. 
An~ll.ysis of Variance on Post ISR Scores 
· Source . Ss df MS 4 F . 
' 
0 
INCENTIVE (I) 0.312 1 0.312 0.043"' 
TRAINING (T) 409.511 
.. 
1' 409.511 .. 56.050** 





SEX (X) 3.612 1 :3.612 0.494 
I X T 0.013 1 0 .. 013 0".002 
. 
" 
I x , B . 0.113 1 0.113 0.015 
., 
' ' 
" ' . 
. . \,..) 
I xX 0".513 1 1.513 0.207 
~ 
) 
T X B ·. 2.813 1 2.813 0.385. 
' -
T x X 13.612 1' 13.612 1.863 
.. 
~ 
. .. t 
.. 
B ~,, X 0.113 1 0.113· 0.015 
d• • I f ' I xTxB ' 0.612 n 1 0.612 . 0.084 .. . 
. 
.. 
I x .. T x X 0 .113' 1 " 0.113 .· 0.015 " 
' I x B x, X · ' 2.1~2 1 . '2 .112 . 0.289 
- · TxBxx · .. 9.11:2 1 9.112 1-.247 
' J 
. 




















qf 40%. The lo~ baseline subjects·had a significantly smaller mean 
number of ISRs than did the high baseline subjects. 
(c) Confidence Scores 
The analysis of ~uestionnaire . confidenc~ores w~s· 
undertaken by ranking the number of times the subject chase (a) . 
confidence ~ating;of 1 or 2 and . (b) confidence ratings of 4 or 5. 
. . ,·. 
An.· analy~is· of variance on the s~bj ~t' s choice of confidence score~ 
. @ 
l . or · 2 yielded a significant Training main ef~ect alone (F = 9.837, 
p ·· <.01) (See Appendix B,. Table· H). The subjects trainea to a level 
of 40% ·( X = 2 .. 8) had more of a tendency to choose these lower con-
. ' ,. 
' fidence .ratings th~n did the ~ubjects trpined to a level ·of 80%. 
(x = 1.425) • . 
The analysiB of variance on the n~mber of times the 
. 
suqject chose confidence ratings of 4 or 5 indicated .a significant 
Train.ing main] effect (F = 24,641, p < .01), as well as a significant 
Incentive x Sex interaction (F = 8.490, p < .01) (See Ap~endix 
B, 'Taple I). · The subjects . !=rained ·to a level o{ 80% (X,;. 6.675)' 
chose confidence ratings of 4 or 5 more often than did t4e sub-
jects ~rained to a level of 40% (X= 4.3(5). 
An· analysis of the .significant interaction by means 
I" ' • 
of the Newman-Keuls proced~r~ indicated that males under t~ n~ 
incentive condition had more of a tenden.cy to choose conf~dence 
rat':ings of 4 or 5 ·than did ~les unde~ the .incentive condition 
(p < .05) (See Appendix· B, Table J). 
, 
~ 















terms ·or the number of t.ime~ ~the subject's SR of a particular 
npnsense syllable during the test ·phase matched his · c~oice of 
th~ "CQrrect syllable" on the questionnaire, was analysed 
according.to an analysis of varianc~· design~ The particular 
.measure ~sed ·was S~ + SR2 , that_ is, the matching o~ the~partic­
uiar nonsense syllable; presented twice during th~ - test phase; 
1 . 
with the · same nonsense·syllable presented on-the questionnair~ • 
• 1 • • 
· ·.Results of .the analysis yietded significa~t Training (F = 29.591, 
p · < .op and Sex (F ·= 4.765,-.p < .OS) main ef~ects (See ·' 
Appeqdix n·, Table K). The me~ns foir the'~ Training 'by Sex con-
ditions are. listed in Appendix B, Table Ll , "The ~ubj'ec.~s· · 
trained to a criterion of 80% ~ a higher overall ·mean consis~- . 
. . 
ency , score than the subjects trained to 40% only. In ·addition, : 




A second analysis was carried out on · SR. inconsistency 
I 
scores, that· is, the numbei="of time the subject'~ SR of a ·partic.u-
lar ~onsense syl~able during the test .phase failed to match/his. 
choice of the correct· syllable on the .questionnaire. Results 
. . 
indicated ~ot.h signific~nt Training (F = 6 .l66, p < . • OS.) and 
Baseline (F.= 17 •. 756, p < .01) maip effec~s (See Appendix B, 
' " Table M).. The m~ans for these Training by I}aseline cop.ditions 
are listed in Appendix B, Table N. The. suojects trained to a~ 
level of 40% were more inconsistent than trained to 
·, . 
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a level of 80%. In ad~ition, the . p_:(.gh 
' • . . ' p. 
- . . . 1 
basel~ne . ~ubjects·h~d a 
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,J 1 • · . 
. · 
In swmnary the data of the current investigation show the· 
· foil~ing major findings: 
. . ' 
· (a) Higher · baseliD:e scores for low baseline males than for ,low 
baseline females. . / 
I 
.(b) A greater SR change· for low· ~han for high baseline· subjects.; 
I ~~ 1 o/ o ' ~ 
(c) A greater SR change after 80% than after 40% training 
(~) A gr~a~er increas"e -in accuracy (as reflected by CSR . scores) 
·for the femaies ·under ·t~e -_ incentiv~ condition_ and 80% .-training, . 
. . . ' 
than for the females und'er the I\0 incentive cond'ition and tio% 
training. 
(e) · Greater cona·i~.tency between the SR of a response duripg the · 
, 0 
test phase and the choice of this particular response on. the 
. 
. ' 
questionnaire after 80% than after. 40% training . 
(f) Greater ·i~consistency · for the ·hlgh baseline tha~ fo~ the lo'w 
f : 
I baseline . subjects, find greater inconsistency af t er 40% than 
. ' . . 
after 80% training. 
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· The resultS of thi~. pa~ti,ul.:r tridy, in relatiod to 
SR behavior change and SR accuracy, were consistent with 
' "" J I 
. 
results·obtained earlier by Kozma and Easterbrook, (1973). 
- It. is inter~sting,to note that the lack of low baseline 
'' 
male self-reinforcers, as reported by Ea Et:erbrook (1973), was -
present also ·in·. these data. ' ihe particular distrib-utions of. base-
line scores for the males and females appear to be somewhat fixed • . 
' . ' Thi~ . gtudy, unlike results obtained by Kozma and Easter-
broo~ (1?,?3) , -r'e.~ortedf significa~t -change in the SR behavior· 
of the female . sub~ects. This significant effe.ct, however, - can be 
e~plain~d·~n te~ of 'traini?8· The female low baseline. self-
• 
reinforcex.:s began wi~h very _.low rates ' of SR behavior and ~ncreased' 
these rates . as a result of exposure to training. 'Fhe male low. 
basel~e self-reinforcers ·began wit? initially higher rates of SR 
' '. behavior and ~hese r~es . increased · to a lease~· degre~ •as a- resul t o~ 
' ' · ~raining; The lack of(_any signifi-cant sex difference in- the analysis 
of .ISR scores is due to. the fact that the high b~seline subjec.ts . 
accounted for a. considerable pootion of the var.iance in th:ib .c~se . ' 
. ,. 
The direct:i,on of the results obtained on the analyses of 
~ 
- ·· both CSR m:d -ISR scores f ot the s~bjects under the no incentiv e 
~ condition was consistent with earlier findings (Kozma ·: and Easterbrook, · ·· 
1973). 
' . 
While the incentive increased- the SR .accuracy of ·the 'female 









. '. ~ 
, 
' . · ' 
MorE7over, the effect was obtained through CSR. increase, rath~r 
than the ~xpected .ISR ~ec~ea,se. These results are thus in-
, ) 
' · ·~bnsistent with those · reported by Marston and Kanfer .(1963). 
·~
. Tlier~ ~re two possible reasons for su~h a discrepancy in results. 
~ 
Firstly, 80%. training le~ves few, ISR 1 s to re~uce, and secondly, 
·" 
subjects in the latter study were trained under inc~ntive condi"tions' 
and may thus have become more sensitized to nonreinforced re~}onses •. ' 
• !' ' • 
<fl • , D 
than, they\:,ere · in ·the curr.en~ in~_esti~ati~n·. , 
· . The expected .highe~ conf~dence ratings on the part of 
.  
the high baseline subjects did not occur • . The r:eason for this may 
• d • • • • 
. ..If'-~ 
l ' 
lie ~n the possible general high level of · arousal, a!lXiety, need 
:p • .. • • 
· . for ~pproval, or fear !)f failure, of the _high baseline s~bjects • 
.. ' ., 
Increases in information, as reflected by, a higher training· lever', 
9 • • ... 
le~ . t'? -greater consistency ~~twee~ubj ects' test phase SR .· . · 
. .. . ... . . ~ 
"responses ~nd questionnaire SR responses· than did baseline grouping. 
It · is, however, noteworthY,., th~t hi~h· b~s~ine ~o~e so ~han _low . 
' . 
baseline subjects ··chose as "correct", -responses for. which they had 
- . ~ 
. not prevfo~ly reinforced themselves. the relati9nsh.ip between a · ·.:· 
~hQsen respo~se ·and reinforcement for high b seline subjects t;hus 
\ 
a~pears t,o b~ ~e spurious than ·it se to be for lo\.t base~ ., 
iine . subjects~ rbi~ - lack· o~ A connection betwe n 'a !'esponse and SR 
., 
' .. 
for high baseline subjects may account for their relati:vely ~rea ter 
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, Appendix . A · 
L:i,st: and Titles ·or Figures 
33 
List: of . the 5 .sanipi~ slides and t6e 10 stimulus 
· slides; 'association value of ~ach nonseJ;l.Se 
s~llable on each slide. I . 
Order of presentation of the/ ) sample slides and ·. 
.the 7 blocks· of the 10 .sti~ulus : slides;··· EOSition 
of correct nonsense syllable on each slide 
Experdmental instr~ctip/. pr-esented to. ~~e subject 
: . 
. -Po~t-experimental-question~ire; · pa~t A~lone 
pre~ented to the noincentive group; parts A and B 
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·. F:igure 1 
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· •. .: · . ~ Sample. s·lid~s. • 
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Slide 4 113 
\ ' . 
. ' 
-·. Slide 1 f/2 
' 
Slide- 2 Ill \>_ 
~ .. .. . 
.. siide 5 01 
" 
· Slide 3 (;3. ·, 
" 
10 Stimulus Slide.s · . ·. 




'Block I "' ·Block II ... 
slide · 10 lf2 slide 14 114 
slide 8 Ill . slide: · 13 114 
slide 12 Ill ,. ~lide· 1 . 114 f 
· slide 11 113 slide · 6 113 
slide ' 9 /14 
' 
·. slide 11 13. 
·slide 15 1~.4 . slide 9 #4 
. . 
slide 6 113 u slide ' 15 114 
. -
.... J 
slide•, 7 11.4 slide 10 1/2 
slid~ .14 //4 ' slide 12 Il l 
slide· 13 .-,,~ .. -. slide 8 Il l 
. . \ · .
.. 
. -
Block. III . ~·, Block I V 
. .. slide 8 ill slide 15 114 
·slide 9 . /14 slide' 10 112 
4:1:1 113 sli<le .7 14 slide 11 
slide , 15 ' 14 ~ slide 13 . 114 
slide 6 11-3 . ~ slide 7 114 . 
-!'.sUde 14 'c fl4 . 'slide 14 . //4 .. . 
-' 112 slide 10 s lide :l-2 Ill 
. 
slide 13 114 , slide 9 , 114 ' 
-
slide 12 Ill · slid~ 8 111 · 
. 




. ~ · ..
• 
. . 






• J o . 
.\ 





11'4 . slide ·.9 
. 
slide 11 ·fl-3 
Slide 8 Ill 
'· 
· slide 12 Ill ·-
:J 
slide 6 . 113 
. 
- slide 1.3 /14 
slide 14· ' f/4. 
slide. 10 (12 
.. : 
~ .- slide 7 (/4 
slide 15 //4 
.. 





~ - slide· 11 \ c 
I' 
. slide 6 
slide 13 
slide .l5 
· slide 7 · 
slide 10 · 
' · 
·. ) 




· ..;. sli de 14' 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE EXPERIMENT: · PLEASE READ CAREFULLY! . " 
WELCOME TO THIS EXPERIMENT! 
FIRST OF ALL, TAKE A LOOK AT THE SMALL BLANK SCREEN TO '.VHE . LEFT 
. . ' 
OF THIS SHEET OF PAPER. SOON, 4 NONSEN~E SYLLABLES WILL _APPEAR ON 
THI~ SCREEN. YOUR·JOB WI~L BE TO DECIDE WHICg OF THE 4 NONSENSE 
... 
SYLLABLES IS CORRECT. THERE IS ONLY ONE CORRECT ANSWER EACH TIME 
THE 4 SYLLABLES ARE · SHOWN • 
. ,_ 
NOW, TAKE A LOOK AT THE SCREEN AG4IN. ·THE 4 'NONSENSE SYLLABLES 
WILL APPEAR. IN THE 4 CORNER'S OF THE SCREEN AS SUCH: 
' 
THESE SYLLABLES WILL APPEAR FOR ONLY 5 SECONDS. . .. 
Now,· LOOK AT THE PANEL tocATED DIRECTLY BELOW THE SCREEN. IT HAS 
AN ORANGE Li'cn.T, A~D Pus~-BUTTON·,·ANb 4 sMA.tLER RED PUSH- BUTTONS. 
. ~ 
EACH OF: THESE SMALLER RED PUSH-BUTTONS CORRESPONDS TO THE NUMBERS IN 
THE ABOVE DIAGRAM: 
• • 1 2 
. . . ,, 
3 4' 
\ . 
YOU USE- THESE ~USH•BUTTONS WHEN YOU . HAV~ DECIDED WH~CH ONE .OF THE 
"'\J;YLLABLES PRES,ENTED IS CORRECT. · SO: IF WHEN YOU SEE THE 4 SYLLABLES 
I , 
YOU DEC.IDE 'THAT //4 IS CORREGT, YOU WOULD PUSH BUTTON /14 TO INDICATE 
THIS. THEN, IF YOU .FEEL · THAT YOU HAVE MADE THE RIGHT ' DECISION ~ YOU 
\ 
SHOULD PUSH THE LARGER RED PUSH-BUTTONoTHAT'S LOCATED ABOVE THE OTHER 









REMEMBER, THE SYLLABLES WI;LL BE . SHOWN FOR 'ONLY 5 SECONDS, 
( . . 
~· THEN you'J .. L HAVE ANOTHER S SECONDS ~0 DECIDE/ON T~ ANS:-mR; 
. · PUSH THE CORREC~ BUTTON, AND PUSH: THE LARGER RED BtfT'.F()N IF ~OU · 
:· . . . .. . . 
FEEL YQU MADE THE CORRECT CHOICE~ . SO, REMEl:mER T~ ACT AS 
QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.' NOW, LET"S TRY PRACTISING, WITH A FEW 
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· Figure 4 
J ' ,• .·. Part A 
;, 
FOR EAC!f OF THE FOLLOWING, · CHOOSE' THE CORRECT. SYLLABLE FROM AMONG 
THE 4 PRESENTED AND · TW:N INDICATE HOW CERTAIN YOU _ARE THAT . YOUR 
CHOICE IS CORRECT BY CIRCLING THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER OF THE 5 "\\ 
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.Answer the following questions with either a YES or 
a NO or with as~ few words as possible, 
r'. ~ Did you: believe that you wo~ld be paid at the rate of 
25¢ for a correct response and lose 25¢ for an in-
.correct resp~nse? _ ·_ . 
42 " 
· 2. Did ·the money influence you~Jdepision when you 'made 
your response? __ 7 · 
. . · 
3. Did the money make you more cautious when you made -your . ." 




Did- the money make you feel less cautious a~d feel more 
like _gambling to 'try to win when you made your response? 
' . 
"Did you Helieve all along that you would be'paid the total 
aDX>unt that you actually .Won at the end o_f. the _ exp.eri~ent? 
... 
6 . Was the amount of money offered enough to make you want to 
work to respond correctly, 
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~ ' . ,.··· Table B 
"" LOW 
Female · -Male 




.8 11.8 3 9.4 
1.2 ll.6 2.8 14.8 
.4 12.4 3.2 . 11.2 
I> 
----- 80,% 1.2 t :6 .4 __ 2._2__,__1_3_.( 
" ... 
\ -
. 45. ' 
' . 
....... ' 
-··~ , \ HIGH . 




Pre Post Pre __ Post/ 
:,.. 
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. - -: 
17 17 -17.6 14.6 
. ' .. 
. -
17.8 16 ·17 .8 17.4 
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- . , 





.18 18 17.2 17.2 
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Analysis of· Variance on SR· Difference· Scores (subjects ". 
wto believed t~e incentive manipulation) 
., 










TRAIN~~G (T) 84,.104 •1 84.104- .-:. ·5.585* 
> 0 
'-







SEX (X) 39.552 1 39. ss.2 2~626 
, 
.I X T . 10.704 l,' 10.704 o. 7tl 
I X B 2.434 1 '2 .434 0.162 
~ X X. ' • ' 2.593 ; 1" 2.593 
. 0.172 
D .. il 
. 
' 
T X B 24.671 r . 24.671 1.638 
-





B )t X 3.802 1 3 . 802 0~253 
r ,. -
' I X T ·x B 0.482 1 ,-,0.48~ o -.032 •.·· 
·_, 
I X '1: X X 30.5:}9 1 - . 30.539 2 :o.2~ 
' 
' 
• (} < 
I X 'B X X 0.277 1 0.277 - 0.018 
-
- ~ 
T X B X x.· 0 ~ 330 l 0.330 0.022 
.. 
I I • 
T·i ~s. 792 ° • 0.385 I X B X X 1 5·.792 
'. 





* - p < .OS 
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.. Table· F . 
Ne~n~Ke~ls · ~ulH~~;·e ~a~-~~o~· ·~: 











180F. · ~ . 
. ·-6 6.7 6.8 ·.11.6 " 12.7 ' ' 13.7 · 15.1 
( 
.. · , • 
., • 7 • 7 ' .8 
. ' ' 
. -
' . . 
.. , . ' 
· 0 .· .. 1 
.. 
·. -< .· 
:~ . 
... 
*' . p <~.05 







' · 5. 9.*.* -~~ 7** 
4. 9** ~. 6** ,7** ' 
4 .: 9*~ 6*~ . . .. 7.** 
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. NI· - NO INCENTIVE 
I· - · INCENTIVE 
.•, 
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: T~ble G 




























. X = 6-.81S 
X. = 2.-350 













·' · -;.,. 












. / . 












T . I X 
. 
I X B 
I 
~ 
X ·x · ' ! 
. 
.. 




T x X 
B-x X· 
I X T X B ' 
I X T XX 
. 
I X B X X 
T X B X X 
' 


































'\ df MS F 
1 • 312 0.081 
1 37.812 9.837** 
'1 13.6i3 3.541. 
.. 
1 0.013 - 0.003 
.. 
i .113 . 0.030 
I 
1 .613 . 0.159 
-
1 "10.·513 2.735 
I 
1 1.,512· . o. 393· 
' 1 13.612 3.541 I 
. 
. . I .. 
1 1.01.3 0.263 
, . 
1 1..513 ·a.394 
( 
·1 2.113 . 0.550 
1 1.012 0.263 
1 . 0.113 0.030 
... 
. 

































' ' \\ Table I 






BASELINE ' (B) 
(:> 
SEX (X) 
I X T 
I X •' B . 
.. 
I X X 
T X B .fl 
.. 
T. X X . · .
. •' 
B x .X 
. I X T X B 
I X T X X 
I 'x B X X " 

















Ss df MS F 
2.450 1 · 2.450 .  0.571 
105.800 1 ' 105.800 ~-4 .641** 
' 0.800 1 0.800 0.186 
., 
1.250 1 "- . 1.250 0.291 
1'.800 · 1 1.800 0.419 
' 
1.800 1 1 . 800 0 .419 
36 .4'so 1 36.450 8.489** 
1.250 . 1 1.250 ·0 ."291 
0 .200 1 ' 0.200 0.047 
' 
5 .ooo 1 . 5.000 1.165 
0 .450 1 \ 0.4~0 0 .105 . 
' . 
7. 200 1 7.200 1.677 
0.200 1 0.200 · 0 . 047 
'i . 250 1 1.250 0.291 
. . 
1.250 1 1.250 0.291 






.. • 1 t= 
52 
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·'i . 
·v·r· 
. ~ ·} I F 
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Newman-Ke.uls , M~l:tiple Comparison of 
' ! Confidence Ratings of . 4 or 5. · · 
. 
._, t 
I M 'NI. F I F 
(. 
. 4.55 5.15 6.15 

















. - . ' . 
'\ · 
NI M' . -· 
6. 75 . 
1 •. 70** . 
1.10 .· 
.. 










• ) - 54 
\ 
' . II ' 
)Table ·K ~ ' 
. An~lysis.of va.rianc~~on s~ + SR2 Consistency Scores 
' )\ 
\' \ Source Ss d~ MS F 
-
INCENTIVE (I) 10.513 1 10.513 1.01p 
.. 





BASELINE (B) .. 13.612 1 1 612 1.307 
. SEX . (X) 49.·61-2 
' 
1 49.612 4.765* 
'I X T · . . 2l.Oi3 .'1 21.013 2.018 
' 
I x B 0:113 . 1 . f o-:-113 0.011 ' 




T X B 9.113 ' - 1 9 .11'3 ' 0.875 -
I 
T x X. .. 2~.113 1 ' 2.113 0.203 
r 
-., 
B X X 0.113 1 0.113 0.011 
. 
I X T X B 0.112 1 0.112 0.011 
' . , 
' . - . . 27~612 1 27.612 2,.652 I X T X X 
-
·.1 .... • I x ·B X x· 30.013 1 30.013 - 2.882 
T x ·B x X . . 15.312 1 15.312 1.471 




s 666.394 64 . 10.412 ~ 
.. .,... 
' 
' . ' . . , . .. 
: p 
.. * p < .OS 
. ' 
' . , • .. 
.. 
.L . • • I ; • -. 
. ir '· 
. ; 





. .• ... 
~ : · . 
·'· 
Table L · 
Traini.!lg by Sex Mea~ . Consistency Score's 
\ ·. 
Female Ma·lJr-.,., 
'40% . ' 9. 75 7.85 .) 
X = 8.80 
80% 13.35 12~10 X= 12.725 































Analysis of Var~ance on S~ + SR2 Inconsistency Scores 
~ 
~,ource Ss 
INCENTIVE (I) 3.20.0 
TRAINING (T) 54.450 
BASELINE (B) 156.800 
s~ qp 18.050 
I X T 3.200 
I X B 8.450 
I x X 1.800 
0 
' 




T'x X 11.250 
' I 
B x X . r 0.000 
I 
,I x T X X 0.050 
I X T XL o.ooo 
I X B xX 
, 
14.450 




'I X T X B X X 0.05'0 
s 565.195 
. 
* p < .05 
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